Brochure

/ Hi-lo
Park it high, park it low

/ GENERAL
This two-tier rack is perfect to place many bikes. A unique feature of this design is that bicycles barely take up any space so the space
can be used efficiently. Due to the high-low position of the wheel holders, bicycles can be stored safely without damage. In addition, the
design offers ease of use for young and old. This is because the upper holders, which are equipped with a gas spring, only need a push to
ascend or descend. In addition, the wheel holders are extra wide to accommodate the bikes with a wider tire and have a tie-down facility
to prevent theft. The rack is available in single or double sided configurations.
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/ DATASHEET
Structure

Versions

Load-bearing structure

Height difference between high and low position is

Made of hot-dip galvanized steel

155mm

Adjustable feet

Single sided and double sided setup

Wheel holder level 0

Heart to heart distance of 40cm.

Pleated sheet steel with a thickness of 2mm

In case of obstacles, bicycle spaces can be omitted.

Fully hot dip galvanized
Front fork support with rubber protective sleeve

Connecting options
Yes

Non-removable rear wheel anti-theft bracket
Suitable for different bandwidths up to 55mm
Suitable for city bikes, hybrid bikes and children's

Options
Instruction board can be mounted at the beginning or the

bikes

end of a rack.

Wheel holder level 1
Pleated sheet steel with a thickness of 2mm

Dimensions

Fully hot-dip galvanized

Single sided setup

Pleated steel bars with a diameter of 10mm

8 bicycle places: LxW=1670x1900mm

Suitable for different bandwidths up to 55mm

12 bicycle parking spaces: LxW=2470x1900mm

Suitable for city bikes, hybrid bikes and children's

16 bicycle parking spaces: LxW=3270x1900mm

bikes

Double-sided setup

Non-removable rear wheel anti-theft bracket

16 bicycle parking spaces: LxW=1730x2900mm

Handle equipped with non-slip rubber.

24 bicycle parking spaces: LxW=2530x2900mm

Pull-out gutter provided with stainless ball bearings

32 bicycle parking spaces: LxW=3330x2900mm

Tilt mechanism is equipped with a gas spring
Surface treatment

The gas spring is protected with a plastic cap

Hot-dip galvanizing
Material
Both structural elements and fasteners are made of

Anchoring
Possibility of anchoring in the ground with chemical

galvanized steel.

anchoring and threaded rods M12.

* minimum requirements / ** recommended requirements (increased comfort)
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/ INSPIRE
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